Cast
Dickie MacDonald……………………………………...Jason Schneider
Earl MacDonald…………………………………….............Brian Thiele
Lydia MacDonald……………………………………………Toni Lynne
Doreen MacDonald……………………………………..Charlotte Nixon
Bub……….…………………………………………………Dan Gibbins
Dub…………………………………………………………..Scott Evans
Larry MacDonald…………………………………….Duane R. K. Jones
Califia……………………………………………………Victoria Souter
Crew
Director…………………………………………………...Aaron Conrad
Assistant Director……………………………………….Chelsea Millard
Producer/Stage Manager………………………………….…Daisy Pond
Assistant Stage Manager………………………….Anthony “Ton” Yuen
Set Designer………………………………………………Aaron Conrad
Technical Director/Lighting Design……………………...Daniel Koyata
Sound Design/Op…………………………….…Patrick Murray (as cast)
Costumes………………………………………………...Chelsea Millard
Hair & Makeup………………………………………….Sarah McMillan
Properties………………………………………………….Darren Moore
Running Crew……………………………………….....Ian Pond (as cast)
There will be a 15-minute intermission.
If you enjoyed our production, consider nominating us for a CAT Award
at: http://www.calgary-acts.com/nomination.php.

Where are the show programs?

Scorpio's Gone Green!
It is common practice in theatre to include a show program for each performance that
includes information about the cast, production team, the company and our sponsors.
The programs are usually two pages (folded in half and presented as a 4 page bi-fold)
meaning that the average production, with middling ticket sales, will require 800
printed pages.
That's over 2400 printed pages per season and that's just not GREEN!
Information on this production and the company in general will be proudly presented
in our lobby displays, which we hope will be more entertaining, visually appealing
and add more to your theatre experience than some stuffy old program anyway.
If you have a thought or opinion on this new policy, or anything else you've seen at
Scorpio, we encourage you to fill out one of our audience survey forms (available in
the lobby and at the box office) or, by all means, email me personally at
aconrad@scorpio.ca I'd love to hear your feedback!

Thank you for your patronage, and enjoy the show!
Aaron Conrad
Artistic Director
Scorpio Theatre Society

	
  

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
I first read this script during the height of Scorpio’s annual call for
submissions. With well over 200 scripts submitted every year it is only
natural that some will escape my notice and so it was actually a former
Board member, Keith Kollee, who insisted I take a closer look at this little
script from California called “Pastoral Paranoia.”
What I first took as an interesting, albeit slightly underwritten, allegory for
present-day America, proved to be so much more. Upon closer inspection I
found a very complex and rich life being lived by each of these characters.
Relationships that appeared obvious and plain were, in fact, much deeper
and more complex than I had given them credit for during my brief initial
reading, blinded as I was by a fugue of so many scripts in such a short
submission window.
I wasn’t long after that initial read that I knew this was a show that needed
to find a life on Scorpio’s stage and boy has it lived up to its promise.
Guns and drugs and sex will certainly sell a ticket and draw people into the
world of the play, but it is these incredibly complex and interesting
characters, portrayed by a wonderfully talented cast and back dropped by a
fascinating and mysterious world that will keep you all entertained for the
evening.
I’d like to say our job will end there, but if this show has taught me
anything during its rehearsal period it’s that are questions here that will
linger. Doubts that will haunt. Answers that will whisper to you in a way
that you could understand them if you could just lean a little closer, peek
behind those curtains, think a little more clearly…
We sincerely hope that the show you watch tonight, like any worthwhile
piece of theatre, is something that lingers long after you’ve left us tonight.
~Aaron Conrad

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR’S NOTES
Working on this show has been an amazing experience! After I read the
script, I was so excited to work on a show centered around such a
dynamic, loveable, and messed up family. The mix of family values with
the absolute dysfunction of the MacDonalds creates such a wonderful (and
weird) world to play around in! Watching this world take shape, and
seeing the cast adventure around in it, has been an adventure in itself.
The cast has been nothing short of phenomenal to work with, and I
couldn’t be more proud of them for their commitment to the show. They
always showed up to rehearsals with a smile on their faces and eager to get
to work (and sometimes they even brought wine!).
When Aaron asked me to be his assistant director, I absolutely jumped at
the chance. I am so grateful for the opportunity to work with Aaron, and to
learn anything and everything I could about directing from him. I never
left a rehearsal without learning at least one new fact, and having a few
laughs as well.
Thank you for supporting us, and we hope you enjoy the show!
~Chelsea Millard

2013-2014 SEASON PASS
Don’t want to wait in line to buy tickets?
Purchase our Season Pass ($50 +GST) & all
you’ll have to do is flash your card at the
door and walk to your seat. This pass will
also get you entrance to all 3 Opening Night
Galas.
	
  

PLAYWRIGHT’S BIO – Jeff Carter
Originally from a farming community in
northern Maine, Jeff studied theatre at the
University of Maine and the Boston Center
for the Arts. He was a member of the Open
Door Theatre of Boston for five years. He
now lives in San Francisco and has been an
active member of the Bay Area theatre scene
for many years. He's also a long-time
member of the Monday Night Group
(www.mondaynightgroup.net), a weekly
workshop for playwrights and actors in San
Francisco.
Most recently, his one-act play, Hummingbirds, won the Drury University
One-Act Playwriting Competition. His one-act play, Fallen Leaves, was
presented at the 2010 Estrogenius Festival in NYC. His one-act, Last
Words, was also presented in NYC in Turtle Shell Productions One Act
Festival of 201l, as well as at Buffalo United Artists in 2012. His longer
one-act, Human Resources, was produced by EBE Ensemble in NYC in
their Elephants On Parade Festival 2012. A Gentler Place was presented at
the first Warner Theatre International Playwrights Festival in Torrington,
CT and his short one-act, Vote Here, was produced by the Nylon Fusion
Collective Theatre in NYC and the Towne Street Theatre in Los Angeles.

CAST
Scott Evans (Dub)
What? You didn't think he was gone forever, did you? After a yearlong hiatus, Scott Evans is once again overjoyed to be on the stage,
this time walking with a certain "Dub"-step. In 2007, Scott jumped
headlong into the theatre community taking on the role of D'artagnan
in Scorpio's The Three Musketeers, also directed by Aaron Conrad,
and has yet to break the addiction.

Dan Gibbins (Bub)
Award-winning writer Dan Gibbins could tell you about his last
script, Grandad Was a Soldier, but you already missed it. He
could tell you about his next script, but it's a year away and he
hasn't settled on the title. So instead he'll mention his
blog, talesfrompartsunknown.com. It's always there. Go read it.
Duane R. K. Jones (Larry MacDonald)
Duane is happy to be back working with the Scorpio family! You
may recall Duane from Scorpio's closing show of last season,
Grandad Was A Soldier. Or, you may not. Whichever. Most
recently, Duane revived his role as Jeff in a Calgary Fringe
production of Rel8shun. Up next for Duane is a pleasant and much
needed rest from theatre while he focuses on work, fitness, and
beer! (Somehow he'll make those last two work in harmony.)
Duane would like to thank everyone else for their love and support!
Toni Lynne (Lydia MacDonald)
Tiny but shiny. Little but loud. This best describes Toni
Lynne. She has performed in over 120 stage shows, in a
number of national commercials, TV series and in the
movies. She’s also co-written a few plays. Currently
appearing as Kathryn in the new TV series BLUFF has
opened yet more doors for this go-getter. She plans on
leaving no stone unturned. She is thrilled to be working with
Scorpio Theatre and sharing the stage with such amazingly talented cast and crew!
Dear God....what’s it all coming to?! :)

Charlotte Nixon (Doreen)
Charlotte Nixon is thrilled to finally be performing with
Scorpio Theatre. She has been trying infiltrate this elite group
of artists for years and she finally succeed in tricking them
into letting her do a show. Last season Charlotte performed
in Noises
Off
(Brooke), Amorous
Ambassador
(Debbie) and Night of the Living Dead (Zombie). Charlotte
would like to thank her family and friends for all of their love
and support. Enjoy the show everyone!
Jason Schneider (Dickie MacDonald)
Jason is super excited to get a chance to work with such a
talented cast and crew in his first production with Scorpio
Theatre. It has been a busy past summer for Jason as he had
the chance to work on the Discovery Channel mini-series
Klondike, as well as the feature film The Pizza Guy and is
currently working on another motion picture, Thousand Yard
Stare. He is looking forward to many more theatrical
opportunities in the future and would like to thank his family
and friends for their continued support.
Victoria Souter (Califia)
Victoria hails from England. Back home on her U.K stage, she
performed in Sweet Charity, Memory of Water and Don Juan on
Trial to name a few. Having fallen in love with this scenic
country, Victoria now resides here in Canada. Behind the scenes,
she has always kept busy musically but has now teamed up with
Scorpio Theatre. She is excited to make her debut appearance in
the show Pastoral Paranoia here in Calgary. Enjoy!
Brian Thiele (Earl MacDonald)
The role of Earl is only Brian’s second acting role
in Calgary, and his first with Scorpio. Prior to Pastoral
Paranoia, Brian played Herbert’s father in Front Row
Centre’s production of Monty Python’s Spamalot. Brian
may also look familiar to budding singers as he spent over 8
years hosting karaoke at various Calgary and area clubs.
When he’s not on stage, Brian enjoys spending time playing
X-Box with his amazing wife Deb and his son Dylan.

CREW
Aaron Conrad (Director and Set Design)
Aaron is an award winning actor, director, playwright and
fight choreographer. He generally doesn’t like to mention all
that but Daisy insisted that he did so that people would think
he knew what he was doing.
For the record, he does not.
Daniel Koyata (Lighting Design/Op)
Daniel is entering his fifth season with Scorpio and is both thrilled and
surprised that they've kept him around this long. Pastoral has certainly
been interesting. Helicopters, flash grenades and disassembling
televisions have kept him plenty busy. In his spare time, Daniel enjoys
free drinks so feel free to track him down after the show.

Chelsea Millard (Assistant Director and Costume Designer)
Chelsea is so excited to be involved with this show! It has been an
absolute blast! You may remember her from The Drowsy Chaperone
(Janet Van De Graaf) with Cappuccino, Spamalot (Tim the
Enchanter) or Brigadoon (Meg) with FRC, or from running around
behind the scenes with Scorpio. She invites you to sit back, relax
(perhaps enjoy a Diet Pepsi), and enjoy the show!

Patrick Murray (Sound Design/Op)
Patrick is the guy that will watch movies over and over again just to
focus on the effects behind the action. Lately he's been stripping the
audio out of his favourite shows, and seeing what he can replicate or
improve upon in his very own 'lab'. Pop culture has had it's effect,
and if you listen close enough, you can catch at least one reference, a
homage if you will, to one of his favourite movies or shows.

Darren Moore (Properties)
Darren has been working with Scorpio for over 6 years. While not
showing up on stage, he has worked back stage on many of
Scorpio's productions as stage management, props master &
lighting/sound.

Daisy Pond (Stage Manager/Producer)
Daisy is proud to be a part of another great Scorpio show. From
working as a lighting op, an ASM, a Stage Manager to a
Producer, she’s been involved in many aspects of many
wonderful shows with this merry band of misfits. Thank you to a
great cast and crew for all your hard work!

Ian Pond (Running Crew)
In the real world Ian is a freelance A/V technician, videographer,
graphic designer, and cook. He seems to enjoy the work so much he
often does it for free as Scorpio Theatre’s Graphics and Media
department director. He is pleased to be working on this production as
it has given him the opportunity to tinker with new techniques and
most importantly validate having his large collection of replica gun.

Anthony “Ton” Yuen (Assistant Stage Manager)
Deep underneath Scorpio Central is a secret lab. A place where
science is twisted in order to forge an undying army of stage
hands, extras, freelance ninjas, and assorted tech crew members
known as "Tons." We here at Scorpio are pretty pleased with the
results, though we do hope to breed one that can write his own
bio.

Coming February 14-22, 2014

For their continued support,
Scorpio Theatre would like to thank:

Scorpio Theatre would also like to thank:

Jamie Eastgaard-Ross, Magz Ross, Ann Crowe, Front
Row Centre, Dave Moss, Krystal Murray, Katelynn
Marie, Margaret Harper, Sharon Olsen, Sue Snow,
Matt Pickering, Leslie & Bernie Conrad, all our
friends, family, and fans for their continued support.

